2. Statement of scientific results or achievements, which are
being nominated,
3. Curriculum Vitae of the nominee(s),
4. List of refereed publications of the nominee(s),
5. General annotations with reports of three referees,
6. Published papers, books, CD/DVDs, or other works that
are being nominated,
7. Other documents that might be important for the decision.

American citizenship, he refused, remaining true to his Swiss
roots, to Glarus and to the mountains he loved to climb. His
ideas were generally brilliant and always unconventional.
This biography is the only one available in English on this
genuinely extraordinary astrophysicist.
Order directly from : Cambridge Scientific Publishers
45 Margett Street, Cottenham, Cambridge CB24 8QY UK
Telephone: +44 (0) 1954 251283
Fax: +44 (0) 1954 252517
Email: janie.wardle@cambridgescientificpublishers.com
Web: www.cambridgescientificpublishers.com

These documents should be submitted to : Viktor Ambart
sumian Prize International Steering Committee, Presidium,
National Academy of Sciences, Marshal Baghramyan ave.
24, Yerevan 0019, Republic of Armenia. Phone : +374-10525505.

Prof. G. Meylan
EPFL, Switzerland

The Deadline for nominations is March 18, 2014. The deci
sions will be made before July 18, 2014 and the Award of Viktor
Ambartsumian Prize will take place on September 18, 2014.

Organizations, People
in Astronomy

Past recipients of the Viktor Ambartsumian International
Prize are :

and

Strategies

Edited by A. Heck
Two more volumes of the successful series “Organizations
and Strategies in Astronomy (OSA)”, which have been coor
dinated and edited by A. Heck since 2000, were made avail
able in 2012 and 2013. The new volumes place more empha
sis on people, as suggested by the modified title. Rather than
being devoted to the publication of hard-science results, the
refereed and validated contributions gathered in those books
describe how astronomy research lives: how it is planned,
funded, structured and organized, how it operates, how it in
teracts with other disciplines and the rest of the world, how it
communicates, etc.

2010: Michel Mayor (Switzerland), Garik Israelian (Spain)
and Nuno Santos (Portugal) – for their important contribution in the study of relation between planetary systems and their host stars.
2012: Jaan Einasto (Estonia) – for his fundamental contributions to the discovery of dark matter and the cosmic web
and Igor Novikov (Russia) – for his pioneering formulation how to confirm observationally that our Universe
started as a hot Universe, and for proposing the method
for determination of quasar masses.
For more information visit the web site of the prize at :
http://vaprize.sci.am
Dr. A. Michaelian

I became familiar with OSA/OPSA six years ago when I was
asked to contribute an article describing the status of astro
physics in Greece. Preparing the article required substantial
effort in collecting the information, cross checking its accu
racy with colleagues and presenting it in an objective man
ner. In the current volumes of OPSA one can find similar ar
ticles on seven countries providing insightful information on
their structure of astronomy research and infrastructure. The
style of the articles follows the general OSA/OPSA approach,
where scientists and non-scientists describe their experi
ence and elaborate, often for the first time at such a level, on
non-purely scientific matters, many of them of fundamental
importance for the efficient conduct of their activities. The
two new volumes cover a large range of fields and themes: in
practice, one could say that all aspects of astronomy-related
life and environment are considered in the spirit of sharing
expertise and lessons learned. There are over forty additional
articles on a variety of topics including the impact of ADS in
astronomy research, the use of various metrics in estimating
the quality of research, the effectiveness of lobbying, ethics in
research and many more.

Book Reviews
Fritz Zwicky : An Extraordinary
Astrophysicist
by Alfred Stöckli and Roland Müller
The Swiss astrophysicist Fritz Zwicky (1898-1974) is one of
the most prolific sources of pioneering ideas in astronomy in
the 20th century. He became Professor at the California In
stitute of Technology (Caltech), Pasadena, where he produced
outstanding work as researcher, discoverer, and inventor. As
tronomers regard him as the father of «dark matter», which he
predicted as early as 1933. He also published fundamental
studies in the field of gravitational lensing. He also produced
theoretical investigations on the origin of supernovae, and
with organized the first survey which allowed him to discover
123 supernovae. He was successful in the field of galaxy re
search and also acquired a
great reputation as a rocket
scientist. Under his leader
ship the Americans suc
ceeded in launching the
first object into space in
1957. Zwicky’s personal
ity was unconventional and
occasionally he sparked
controversy. When offered

The books will very useful to wide range of audience includ
ing astronomy professional and administrators, as well as stu
dents who wish to pursue a career in astronomy or in related
space sciences.
A detailed presentation of the volume contents as well as
details on ordering can be found at http://www.venngeist.
org/opsas_pres.htm
Vassilis Charmandaris
University of Crete
& National Observatory of Athens, Greece
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